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THE QCD PHASE DIAGRAM

CEP unlikely 

for μB/T≤2
[HotQCD, hep-lat/1701.04325]



The scale evolution of QCD

Functional RG with emergent bound states

First (preliminary) results on the phase diagram

OUTLINE
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SCALE EVOLUTION OF QCD
integrating out fluctuations from UV to IR

energy / renormalization group scale
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initial action: gauge fixed Euclidean QCD

SCALE EVOLUTION OF QCD
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covariant derivative field strength

asymptotic freedom: fluctuations increase strong coupling

[S. Bethke, hep-ex/0606035]
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effective four-quark interactions are generated

SCALE EVOLUTION OF QCD

λT,k grows with decreasing energy scale

running controlled by IR-attractive fixed point  

⇤ � 1GeV
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Figure 5: Sketch of a typical β function for the fermionic self-interactions λi: at zero gauge
coupling, g = 0 (upper solid curve), the Gaußian fixed point λi = 0 is IR attractive. For small
g ! 0 (middle/blue solid curve), the fixed-point positions are shifted on the order of g4. For
gauge couplings larger than the critical coupling g > gcr (lower/green solid curve), no fixed points
remain and the self-interactions quickly grow large, signaling χSB. For increasing temperature, the
parabolas become broader and higher, owing to thermal fermion masses; this is indicated by the
dashed/red line.

ing larger than the regulator scale k, these functions approach zero, which reflects the

decoupling of massive modes from the flow.

Within this set of degrees of freedom, a simple picture for the chiral dynamics arises: for

vanishing gauge coupling, the flow is solved by vanishing λi’s, which defines the Gaußian

fixed point. This fixed point is IR attractive, implying that these self-interactions are

RG irrelevant for sufficiently small bare couplings, as they should be. At weak gauge

coupling, the RG flow generates quark self-interactions of order λ ∼ g4, as expected for

a perturbative 1PI scattering amplitude. The back-reaction of these self-interactions on

the total RG flow is negligible at weak coupling. If the gauge coupling in the IR remains

smaller than a critical value g < gcr, the self-interactions remain bounded, approaching

fixed points in the IR. These fixed points can simply be viewed as order-g4 shifted versions

of the Gaußian fixed point, being modified by the gauge dynamics. At these fixed points,

the fermionic subsystem remains in the chirally invariant phase which is indeed realized at

high temperature.

If the gauge coupling increases beyond the critical coupling g > gcr, the above-

mentioned IR fixed points are destabilized and the quark self-interactions become critical.

This can be visualized by the fact that ∂tλi as a function of λi is an everted parabola;

see figure 5; for g = gcr, the parabola is pushed below the λi axis, such that the (shifted)

Gaußian fixed point annihilates with the second zero of the parabola. In this case, the

gauge-fluctuation-induced λ̄’s have become strong enough to contribute as relevant opera-

tors to the RG flow. These couplings now increase rapidly, approaching a divergence at a

finite scale k = kχSB. In fact, this seeming Landau-pole behavior indicates χSB and, more

specifically, the formation of chiral condensates. This is because the λ̄’s are proportional

dimensions which were shown to influence the quantitative results for the present system only on the

percent level, if at all [50].
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[Braun, Gies, hep-ph/0602226]
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strong coupling exceeds critical 
value: FP vanishes; λT,k diverges
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Figure 5: Sketch of a typical β function for the fermionic self-interactions λi: at zero gauge
coupling, g = 0 (upper solid curve), the Gaußian fixed point λi = 0 is IR attractive. For small
g ! 0 (middle/blue solid curve), the fixed-point positions are shifted on the order of g4. For
gauge couplings larger than the critical coupling g > gcr (lower/green solid curve), no fixed points
remain and the self-interactions quickly grow large, signaling χSB. For increasing temperature, the
parabolas become broader and higher, owing to thermal fermion masses; this is indicated by the
dashed/red line.
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[Braun, Gies, hep-ph/0602226]

resonance in condensate channel: 
chiral symmetry breaking

hq̄qi 6= 0
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around the same scale: 
gluon mass-gap develops, 
confinement
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[Cyrol, Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff,  hep-ph/1706.06326]
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rewrite resonant 4-quark channels in terms of mesons 
(similar: baryonization from 6-quark interactions)
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�T,k =
h2
T,k

m2
�,k

Yukawa coupling

meson mass parameter

[Braun, Fister, Pawlowski, FR,  hep-ph/1412.1045]
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fixed point at small g:  low-energy 
parameters uniquely determined

k�SB ⇡ 0.5GeV
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low-energy models 
emerge when gauge 
sector decouples

different tensor structures of λT,k: different bound states

U(3) generators

(q̄T aq)2 + (q̄i�5T
aq)2
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⇡, K, ⌘, ⌘0, a0, , �, f0
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successively integrate out fluctuations from UV to IR (Wilson RG)

full quantum effective action
(generates 1PI correlators)

Γk is eff. action that incorporates all fluctuations down to scale k 

lowering RG-scale k:  zooming out / coarse graining 

�⇤ �k �0 = �

FUNCTIONAL RG
low-energy QCD inherently strongly interacting: non-perturbative method

capture fundamental and emergent d.o.f.: scale dependent effective action

finite chemical potential: no sign problem

• introduce regulator to partition function to suppress 
momentum modes below energy scale k (Euclidean space):

k2

k2

k2

k2

Rk(p2)

1
2@tRk(p2)

p2

• scale dependent 
effective action:

� = h'iJ�k[�] = sup
J

⇢Z

x
J(x)�(x)� lnZk[J ]

�
��Sk[J ]

Zk[J ] =

Z
D' e�S[']��Sk[']+

R
x J'

�Sk['] =
1

2

Z
d4q

(2⇡)4
'(�q)Rk(q)'(q) slow modes fast modes



DYNAMICAL HADRONIZATION

bosonize 4-quark interactions in each RG-step

[Gies, Wetterich (2002),  Pawlowski (2007),  Floerchinger, Wetterich (2009)]
[Braun, Fister, Pawlowski, FR, hep-ph/1412.1045]
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[Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff, hep-ph/1411.7978]

4-quark interaction encoded in Yukawa coupling

unified description of QGP 
and hadronic phase

[original: Wetterich 1993]

@t = k
d

dk

Flow equation
@t�k[�] =

1

2
� � +

1

2 ⇣
�(2)
k [�] +R�

k
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gluons ghosts quarks mesons

@tR
�
k
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quarks & gluonshadrons
hadronic sector emerges dynamically; no model parameters

need continuous transition from 
quarks and gluons to hadrons

k-derivative of Γk :



APPLICATION TO
THE PHASE DIAGRAM

Task: construct appropriate Γk and solve the resulting flow equation

Difficulty: effective action can contain everything allowed by symmetries

Strategy: identify physically most relevant terms and include them: qualitative

truncation necessary

systematically add terms and look for convergence: quantitative

certainly depends on the problem at hand

Goal: initialize RG-flow in perturbative regime: microscopic QCD with strong 
coupling and current quark masses as parameters

low-energy sector emerges dynamically, 
fixed from underlying QCD dynamics 



VACUUM QCD
FRG results in very good agreement with the lattice (YM & Nf = 2, Landau gauge)
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gluon dressing function quark propagator

p2GA(p
2)
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p2Gq(p
2)
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Mq(p
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[Cyrol, Fister, Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff (2011-2018)]

[Cyrol, Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff,  hep-ph/1706.06326]



VACUUM QCD

Also very expensive… (flow equations alone can take GBs in .txt files)

FRG results in very good agreement with the lattice (YM & Nf = 2, Landau gauge)
[Cyrol, Fister, Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff (2011-2018)]



VACUUM QCD

As it turns out: using gluon and ghost propagators as input and adding matter 
fluctuations works well
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On the side of theories, lattice QCD simulation is a
nonperturbative first-principle approach, which has pro-
vided us with lots of remarkable insights and understand-
ing in recent years, such as the determination of freeze-
our parameters through the confrontation of lattice re-
sults with experiments [? ? ? ], the QCD equation
of state and fluctuations of conserved charges at finite
chemical potentials using Taylor expansions or analyti-
cal continuation [? ? ? ? ], etc. However, because of
the sign problem, lattice calculations are usually limited
to some specific region in the QCD phase diagram, say
µB/T  2, which corresponds to center-of-mass energies
& 12 GeV, and in this regime the existence of a CEP is
disfavored [? ]. Functional continuum field approaches,
e.g., the Dyson-Schwinger equation [? ? ? ? ], and the
functional renormalization group (FRG) [? ? ? ? ? ? ],
etc., which are complementary to the lattice QCD, have
also seen significant progresses on the studies of the non-
perturbative QCD and QCD thermodynamics in recent
years.

The FRG approach is a nonperturbative continuum
field theory [? ], which encodes successively quantum
fluctuations of di↵erent scales with the evolution of the
renormalization group (RG) scale. And thus a full quan-
tum e↵ective action is obtained from a classical one, af-
ter the RG scale evolves from the ultraviolet to infrared
region. For more discussions about the FRG, see, e.g.,
QCD related reviews in [? ? ? ? ? ] and recent devel-

opments in [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
].

In the past several yeas a remarkable progress on the
studies of FRG is the first-principle calculations in the
Yang-Mills theory and QCD, e.g. the quenched [? ] and
unquenched [? ] QCD in the vacuum, the Yang-Mills
gauge theory in the vacuum [? ] and finite tempera-
ture [? ], the unquenched QCD in the vacuum with a
simplified truncation [? ? ]. In this work, we would
like to perform the first-principle QCD calculations at
finite temperature and baryon chemical potential within
the FRG approach. QCD phase transitions including the
chiral phase transition and the color deconfinement phase
transition will be investigated. We will also study the
QCD correlation functions and their dependence on the
external parameters. Moreover, a T �µB phase diagram
will be presented based on our computation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. ?? we in-
troduce the functional renormalisation group approach to
QCD. In Sec. ?? correlation functions including propaga-
tors, the strong couplings, and the dynamical hadroniza-
tion are discussed. In Sec. ?? numerical results and re-
lated discussions are presented, and a summary and out-
look is given in Sec. ??. Details about our calculations,
such as the flow equations for the e↵ective potential and
couplings, anomalous dimensions, the glue potential, nu-
merical setup, and the threshold functions, are presented

propagators 
as input quark back-coupling
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Nf = 0 , Sternbeck et al (2005)

Nf = 2 , Sternbeck (2015)

Nf = 0 , input

Nf = 2

Nf = 2 , (vacuum polarization only)

[Braun, Fister, Pawlowski, FR, hep-ph/1412.1045]

Also very expensive…

FRG results in very good agreement with the lattice (YM & Nf = 2, Landau gauge)
[Cyrol, Fister, Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff (2011-2018)]

(flow equations alone can take GBs in .txt files)



TRUNCATION
dominant 4-quark channel at low and moderate μ: �S-P,k

⇥
(q̄q)2 + (q̄i�5~⌧q)

2
⇤
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if resonant: chiral condensate, 
σ/f0(500) and pions emerge 

spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking!

QCD phase structure at finite temperature and density

Wei-jie Fu,1, 2, ⇤ Jan M. Pawlowski,2, 3, † and Fabian Rennecke4, ‡
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School of Physics, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian, 116024, P.R. China
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3
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We discuss the QCD phase structure at finite temperature and chemical potential within the
functional renormalisation group approach. Results are presented for Nf = 2 and Nf = 2 + 1
flavours. These results are compared with lattice results for low densities and with other functional
results for the whole density regime. The curvature of the phase boundary for small chemical
potential,  = 0.0159±0.0020, is consistent with recent lattice results. For Nf = 2+1 a critical end
point is found at (TCEP , µBCEP

) = (117± 5MeV, 645± 40MeV). This density regime is beyond the
validity regime of the current approximation, and we discuss the necessary systematic enhancements.

PACS numbers: 11.30.Rd, 11.10.Wx, 05.10.Cc, 12.38.Mh

I. INTRODUCTION

QCD phase structure is a highly active scientific re-
search topic in recent years. A plethora of relevant impor-
tant results has been obtained from both experimental
measurements and theoretical studies, see, e.g., reviews
in [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ] and references therein. How-
ever, our knowledge concerning the QCD phase diagram
at high baryon chemical potential remains rare and elu-
sive, and in particular, the key questions whether there
is a critical end point (CEP) in the phase diagram, and
if it exits where it is, are still open to be answered. For-

tunately, lots of e↵orts are currently being performed in
order to unravel the mysterious veil. Experimentally, the
Beam Energy Scan (BES) Program at Relativistic Heavy-
Ion Collider (RHIC) has presented significant measure-
ments [? ? ? ? ], and BES phase II is under way
for the moment; searching for CEP and studies of QCD
phase structure are also planned at other facilities all
over the world with di↵erent collision energies and lumi-
nosities, such as the FAIR/CBM in Germany [? ] , the
NICA/MPD in Russia [? ], the J-PARC-HI in Japan [?
], and the HIAF in China [? ].
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[Braun, Leonhardt, Pospiech,  hep-ph/1801.08338]
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On the side of theories, lattice QCD simulation is a
nonperturbative first-principle approach, which has pro-
vided us with lots of remarkable insights and understand-
ing in recent years, such as the determination of freeze-
our parameters through the confrontation of lattice re-
sults with experiments [? ? ? ], the QCD equation
of state and fluctuations of conserved charges at finite
chemical potentials using Taylor expansions or analyti-
cal continuation [? ? ? ? ], etc. However, because of
the sign problem, lattice calculations are usually limited
to some specific region in the QCD phase diagram, say
µB/T  2, which corresponds to center-of-mass energies
& 12 GeV, and in this regime the existence of a CEP is
disfavored [? ]. Functional continuum field approaches,
e.g., the Dyson-Schwinger equation [? ? ? ? ], and the
functional renormalization group (FRG) [? ? ? ? ? ? ],
etc., which are complementary to the lattice QCD, have
also seen significant progresses on the studies of the non-
perturbative QCD and QCD thermodynamics in recent
years.

The FRG approach is a nonperturbative continuum
field theory [? ], which encodes successively quantum
fluctuations of di↵erent scales with the evolution of the
renormalization group (RG) scale. And thus a full quan-
tum e↵ective action is obtained from a classical one, af-
ter the RG scale evolves from the ultraviolet to infrared
region. For more discussions about the FRG, see, e.g.,
QCD related reviews in [? ? ? ? ? ] and recent devel-

opments in [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
].
In the past several yeas a remarkable progress on the

studies of FRG is the first-principle calculations in the
Yang-Mills theory and QCD, e.g. the quenched [? ] and
unquenched [? ] QCD in the vacuum, the Yang-Mills
gauge theory in the vacuum [? ] and finite tempera-
ture [? ], the unquenched QCD in the vacuum with a
simplified truncation [? ? ]. In this work, we would
like to perform the first-principle QCD calculations at
finite temperature and baryon chemical potential within
the FRG approach. QCD phase transitions including the
chiral phase transition and the color deconfinement phase
transition will be investigated. We will also study the
QCD correlation functions and their dependence on the
external parameters. Moreover, a T �µB phase diagram
will be presented based on our computation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. ?? we in-

troduce the functional renormalisation group approach to
QCD. In Sec. ?? correlation functions including propaga-
tors, the strong couplings, and the dynamical hadroniza-
tion are discussed. In Sec. ?? numerical results and re-
lated discussions are presented, and a summary and out-
look is given in Sec. ??. Details about our calculations,
such as the flow equations for the e↵ective potential and
couplings, anomalous dimensions, the glue potential, nu-
merical setup, and the threshold functions, are presented
in appendices.
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On the side of theories, lattice QCD simulation is a
nonperturbative first-principle approach, which has pro-
vided us with lots of remarkable insights and understand-
ing in recent years, such as the determination of freeze-
our parameters through the confrontation of lattice re-
sults with experiments [? ? ? ], the QCD equation
of state and fluctuations of conserved charges at finite
chemical potentials using Taylor expansions or analyti-
cal continuation [? ? ? ? ], etc. However, because of
the sign problem, lattice calculations are usually limited
to some specific region in the QCD phase diagram, say
µB/T  2, which corresponds to center-of-mass energies
& 12 GeV, and in this regime the existence of a CEP is
disfavored [? ]. Functional continuum field approaches,
e.g., the Dyson-Schwinger equation [? ? ? ? ], and the
functional renormalization group (FRG) [? ? ? ? ? ? ],
etc., which are complementary to the lattice QCD, have
also seen significant progresses on the studies of the non-
perturbative QCD and QCD thermodynamics in recent
years.

The FRG approach is a nonperturbative continuum
field theory [? ], which encodes successively quantum
fluctuations of di↵erent scales with the evolution of the
renormalization group (RG) scale. And thus a full quan-
tum e↵ective action is obtained from a classical one, af-
ter the RG scale evolves from the ultraviolet to infrared
region. For more discussions about the FRG, see, e.g.,
QCD related reviews in [? ? ? ? ? ] and recent devel-

opments in [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
].

In the past several yeas a remarkable progress on the
studies of FRG is the first-principle calculations in the
Yang-Mills theory and QCD, e.g. the quenched [? ] and
unquenched [? ] QCD in the vacuum, the Yang-Mills
gauge theory in the vacuum [? ] and finite tempera-
ture [? ], the unquenched QCD in the vacuum with a
simplified truncation [? ? ]. In this work, we would
like to perform the first-principle QCD calculations at
finite temperature and baryon chemical potential within
the FRG approach. QCD phase transitions including the
chiral phase transition and the color deconfinement phase
transition will be investigated. We will also study the
QCD correlation functions and their dependence on the
external parameters. Moreover, a T �µB phase diagram
will be presented based on our computation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. ?? we in-
troduce the functional renormalisation group approach to
QCD. In Sec. ?? correlation functions including propaga-
tors, the strong couplings, and the dynamical hadroniza-
tion are discussed. In Sec. ?? numerical results and re-
lated discussions are presented, and a summary and out-
look is given in Sec. ??. Details about our calculations,
such as the flow equations for the e↵ective potential and
couplings, anomalous dimensions, the glue potential, nu-
merical setup, and the threshold functions, are presented

quark, gluon, meson (& ghost) propagators gauge couplings

dynamical hadronization of this channel: dynamical π,σ + Yukawa interactions

external 
input:

effective meson potential: arbitrary orders of meson self-interactions

not one-loop!
flow equations: 
all propagators and 
vertices are coupled 
solving them: 
resummation of loops 
of infinite order

vacuum QCD 
& finite-T YM

[Fu, Pawlowski, FR (in preparation)]
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Strong couplings
JHEP06(2006)024

λi

∂tλi g = 0

g ! 0

g > gcr

T > 0, g = 0

Figure 5: Sketch of a typical β function for the fermionic self-interactions λi: at zero gauge
coupling, g = 0 (upper solid curve), the Gaußian fixed point λi = 0 is IR attractive. For small
g ! 0 (middle/blue solid curve), the fixed-point positions are shifted on the order of g4. For
gauge couplings larger than the critical coupling g > gcr (lower/green solid curve), no fixed points
remain and the self-interactions quickly grow large, signaling χSB. For increasing temperature, the
parabolas become broader and higher, owing to thermal fermion masses; this is indicated by the
dashed/red line.

ing larger than the regulator scale k, these functions approach zero, which reflects the

decoupling of massive modes from the flow.

Within this set of degrees of freedom, a simple picture for the chiral dynamics arises: for

vanishing gauge coupling, the flow is solved by vanishing λi’s, which defines the Gaußian

fixed point. This fixed point is IR attractive, implying that these self-interactions are

RG irrelevant for sufficiently small bare couplings, as they should be. At weak gauge

coupling, the RG flow generates quark self-interactions of order λ ∼ g4, as expected for

a perturbative 1PI scattering amplitude. The back-reaction of these self-interactions on

the total RG flow is negligible at weak coupling. If the gauge coupling in the IR remains

smaller than a critical value g < gcr, the self-interactions remain bounded, approaching

fixed points in the IR. These fixed points can simply be viewed as order-g4 shifted versions

of the Gaußian fixed point, being modified by the gauge dynamics. At these fixed points,

the fermionic subsystem remains in the chirally invariant phase which is indeed realized at

high temperature.

If the gauge coupling increases beyond the critical coupling g > gcr, the above-

mentioned IR fixed points are destabilized and the quark self-interactions become critical.

This can be visualized by the fact that ∂tλi as a function of λi is an everted parabola;

see figure 5; for g = gcr, the parabola is pushed below the λi axis, such that the (shifted)

Gaußian fixed point annihilates with the second zero of the parabola. In this case, the

gauge-fluctuation-induced λ̄’s have become strong enough to contribute as relevant opera-

tors to the RG flow. These couplings now increase rapidly, approaching a divergence at a

finite scale k = kχSB. In fact, this seeming Landau-pole behavior indicates χSB and, more

specifically, the formation of chiral condensates. This is because the λ̄’s are proportional

dimensions which were shown to influence the quantitative results for the present system only on the

percent level, if at all [50].

– 17 –
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The 2+1 flavor phase diagram

(TCEP, µBCEP) = (110+5
�5, 590

+30
�20)MeV

<latexit sha1_base64="8xRnlysOlg2C49GKpqcmtsb4dBY=">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</latexit>

p
sCEP ⇡ 3.8� 4.5GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="+n6fpXnSH3WCc4dzcdW+o8isW4I=">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</latexit>

BES Fixed 
Target!
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OUTLOOK

Compute gluon background potential directly

• so far: external input from the lattice (introduces a pheno parameter)

• Polyakov loop potential at finite density

Short- to mid-range goals

Include additional 4-quark channels (Fierz-completeness)

• so far: most dominant channel including χSB

• ω0 vector channel / diquark channel become 
relevant at large μ (and `small´ T)

• access to color-superconducting phases, liquid-
gas transition, etc.

[Braun, Gies, Pawlowski, hep-th/0708.2413]
[Fischer, Fister, Luecker, Pawlowski, hep-ph/1306.6022]

[Braun, Leonhardt, Pospiech,  hep-ph/1801.08338]
[Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff,  hep-ph/1411.7978]
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Include additional quark-gluon channels (non-classical)

• crucial for χSB!

• so far: only classical channel (need additional pheno parameter to compensate for 
missing channels)

[Cyrol, Mitter, Pawlowski, Strodthoff,  hep-ph/1706.06326]



SUMMARY

First steps towards a systematic computation                     
of the QCD phase diagram from first principles

indications that CEP is within BES Fixed Target region


